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Abstract

Title: Evaluation of the Nursing Program at Caldwell Community College
and Technical Institute - Summer, 1983

Author: V. David Pipes, Program Evaluation Specialist

Statement of the Problem: This study was one in a series desi.gned for
the periodic evaluation of all occupational grograms at CCC b TI. the

purpose of this and the other studies is the collection of information and
judgements to facilitate planning, to aid in the improvement of programs,
and to meet accountability demands. Some of the more specific objectives
of the evaluation of the nursing program are to determine whether program
objectives are being met, to measure program success in tests of student,
instructor, supervisory and employer satisfaction, to identify aspects of
the program needihg improvement, and to inform the public of the outcomes
of educational expenditures.

Procedure: The evaluation proces is designed to allow all staff to
participate in activities that difectly affect them., A 'Survey Instrument
Planning (SIP) committee developed or modified all survey instruments used
in the evaluation process. This committee consisted of the depart-sent
chairperson for allied heal;th programs, nursing instructors, the Dean of
the Office of Educational Development, the Director of the Learning
Resource Center, the Dean of Student Development and the program evalua-
tion specialist. 1

Information was gathered through surveys of program graduates, em-
ployers, the advisory committee, program instructors and the department
chairperson. Information from these sources was then compiled and anal-
yzed.

The Results:

Identified Trends -

1. the quality of instruction, :as reflected in comparisons of early
and recent graduate ratings, appears to be getting better at both
Level I (LPN) and Level II (RN/ADN);

2. more students in both levels appear to be working while in
school;

3. increasing numbers of graduates from.boA levels are saying that
they would have preferred entering a BSN program if they had it
to do over again, and fewer would prefer a straight ADN program;

1ZP
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4. most Level I graduates would still choose the LPN/ADN option pro-
gram, and increasing numbers of Level II graduates,-would choose
the option program again;

5. increasing numbers of Level I students are pursuing higher level
degrees (the same appears to be true of Level II graduates., al-
though the data is inconclusive);

6. greater percentages of Level II than Level I graduates attend con-
tinuing education workshops; however, decreasing percentages of
Level II graduates appear to attending these sessions; and

7. employers predict the greatest future demhnd for'RN's, followed
by LPN's, and the least demand for nursing assistants.

Identified Program Strengths - .

1. a high rate of certification passage on the state nursing examina-
tions (Level I - 100% passing every year since 1976 except 1981
in which 97% passed; Level,II - 100% passing in 1982 and 1983);

2. a high rate of employment in IrturSiint (Level I - 86%; Level II -

98X);

3. of those employed as nurses, a high rate of employment within
fifty (50) miles of CCC & TI (Level - 66%; Level II 54% but
100% in western N.C.);

4. among Level IL graduates, 16% report working in supervisory cepa-
cities;

5. high ratings of the q4lity of program instruction by graduates'
(rated "good" or "excellent" by 89% of Level 1 respondents; 91%
of Level II respondents);

6. high ratings of didactic training, especially in the areas of
medical, surgical, obstetrics, pediatrics, basic life science,
anatomy and physiology;

7. high ratings from employers of Level I graduates in cooperation,
attitude, communication skills and providing patient care, and of
Level II graduates in professional ethics, technical gkills, pa-
tient education, and Medication administration; and '

'8. in comparing CCC & TI graduates with graduates of other programs;
ratings of "some bettet" or "much better" were given by 58% of
employers to Level l graduates, and by 65% of employers to Level
II graduates.

4.
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'Identified Program Needs -

Instruction and skill training:

I. .ire and better clinical training in iirsta?d, trauma care,
'emergency room procYdures, intensive care and cardiac care;

2. more clinical ,experience in caring for multiple patient loads
in general and more clinical contact with pediatric patients;

3. expansion of instruction in obstetrics (maternal-infant) and
pediatrics (maternal-child) to one quarter each;

4. better training and instruction in nutrition and let ther-
apy, pharmacotherapeutics, paychiatric nursing (Level II) and
abnormal psychology (Level It);

t

5. more,math, especially in regard to dose calculations;

6. improvement in the General Psychology course (Level I),taespe-
cially considetatiOCof inclusion of a unit on abnormal
psychology;

7. better training in patient education (Level I) and maintain-
ing medical records (Level II);

8. more emphasis on leadership skills (Level II);

9. consideration of inclusion of basic chemistry Level II;

explore measures to reduce faculty turnover; and.

dr
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II. 'explore possibilities of using advisory committee members in
clinical settings where possi-ble.

Student aupport aervices and LRC:

1. Are effective and positive communication and assistance to
students seeking financial aid;

2. more active job placement efforts for program graduates;

3. more assistance in preparing students. for job application
process;

4. expanded and consistent hours for bookstore operations;

5. more effective handling of textbooks and supply requests; and

6. a greater variety of nursing magazines available through the
LRC.
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Continuing Education:

I. exRloration oc_the possibilities of establishing morecoopera
tiVe arrangements with fouryear institutions to ease he
transition of ADN kfraduates to MN programs with minimal loss
of credit haft's; and

2. an effective response to continuing education needs of local
LrN and ADN graduatds.
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Evaluation of the Nursing Prograi
at Caldwell Commuhity College and Technical Institute

fJ
Introduction

Evaluation ofsoccupational programs is essential to determine
their worth and to provide for continued improvement and effectiveness.
The word "evaluation" has many different ieanings depending upon the t

need it is designed to meet and whether the focus is on process or pro-
duct. The working definition used in the evaluation of programs at
Caldwell Community College and Technical Institute (CCC & TI) is as
stated by Wtntling (1980). He defines evaluation as

. . the collection of information and judgements to
facilitate planning, to aid in the improvement of pro-
grams, and to meet accountability demands."

The Executive Council of CCC & TI has stated that the purpose of
program evaluations is to meet the following six objectives: .0*

1. a gather informationN relative fo planning, dePcsion-making
and determination of resource allocations for a program;

2. to deteraine whether program objectives are being met;

3. to identify aspects of a program needing improvement;

*4. to measure program suCcessin terms
satisfaction;

.

5. to inform ike public of outcomes of
and expenditures; and

of student and/or employer

educational inysementi

6. to verify that programs are meeting state, federal and volun-
tary accrediting agency mandates.

A seventh objective to be met by the Business Officp.is to measure the
cost effectivepess of programs.

\
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Evaluation Specialist 1

0 ; - ; , _ . .\,0 .

,,

I\
The Eyafhation Specialist is responsible for coordinating the eval-,

uation.oroebss for each data source. This person ,is also assigned the I

responsibility of receiving, organizing, maintaining, and reporting aa':- i

ta that relate to an instructional program, or to individual personnel
'Within a program. - - e

-

v , 4 .
...>$ .

,,..

/ 4
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Survey Instrument Planning (SIP) Committee
1 a

Programtevaludtio4 at CCC & TI is designetto allow all-staff to
participate in evaluation activities that directly affect' diem.
'Faculty members also arerepresented in plannine cbmmittees,related to

. the evaluatien of programs in which they_teach...- i'

1

At the onset of each program evaluation a Survey Instrument Plan-
nihg(SIP) committee is appointed. This committ4 develops or A0difies
all survey instruments and assists inthe coordi tion of evaluation
activities. _This committee consists, of the Fallowing members:

r
- the departmene)chairperson for the progralLbeing evaluated;
- program instructors;.

.

- an LRC representative;
a Student Development representative;
the Dean of the Office of Educational Development; and

- the evaltation spetialiit. ..:-
i

Method of Evaluation

The basic strategy of the evaluation process is to getilrate input
from as many appropriate sources as possible. For the nursing program
these included, the following:

-4 program graduates;
,

- early leavers, i.e. students who discontinue theil\stUTsbe-
foie completing the program; /.

oyers of graduate";- current and potential empl
- advisory committee members

nursing instructors; and
-,tehe chairpersqn'of the All

O

ied Health De artment.

0

0

O
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. information frail these Sources is theO.ceppiled and analyzed. .

Appropriate reports are distributed /to the Executive Council, the de-
iartzent chairperson, the LRC-airector,-the Dean'of.Studint Develop-
ment, the turaing-instructors, d'e'program advisory committee -and the. .

__--CCC &'TI archives.,
.

.

. t
:

J
'

. . .' .

! /

' .2 The Program
i

Graduates ofaccredited programs of nurse e4pcation are prepared
to function as beginning pra4titioners In f variety of situations,,
cluding hospitals; nursingih6mes;,clinics; doctoist; dentistO, and. ,

>
veterinarians' offices; industry; and in some instances, public health
facilities. ` 1 :--

A student enrolled in:the associate degree/nursing program has ca-

.

. .
. .

reer options at two points during the traihin

ii

. Upon ifucceisia. com-
pletion of. the-first year/(Level I, Licensed Practical, Nursing), the
student is prepared to practice as a practia nurse and is eligible
for practical nurse licensing examinations:' -The student is also Ali-

t gible to-apply for the second year of the nrsing program. 4
.

;
4, I

Upon successful completion of the.second year (Level II, .
Registered Nursing), the .studint'is prePartd, to praaticewith technical
competence, is Ali iblt for registeied'nurse,licensing examinations,
and qualifies for an associate-degree` in nursing (ADN),. These examina-
tions are admilii ered by the North Carolina Board. of Nursing endive

.given twice each year,- .in February and''July.

. .

Satisfactory placement' scores in reading; math and English mus;
be achieved prior to entry into this program. For more specific poli-
cies concerning the nursing program, ieetthe student handbook. ..i-

I

Survey Process and Response Rate

'The Graduate Surveys

Ps
Graduates of levels I and II of the nursing progtam were divided

into two mumps; "early" (Appendix A - Level II, Appendix C - Level
II), and "recent" (Appendix I - Level I, Appendix D - Level I/). Early
graduates were defined. S those former Students who graduated before

oor

3
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1978. Recent graduates were thbse who gmetuatedj, roi 1978

.

through

1982.

4
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1.
- . Surtey -forms for the-early-graduatesoi.both

Livel-i-Att

nd Level Iil

were identicalidentical eacept that Le(el t graduates were, asked 0 indicate ,.

w her they w-ri in or Caldwell (Hudson) prtigram. Level

II ha o progpr'm in Watauga County. Recent graduates of both levels

received re detsiled ques
,

iobvires requesting informstiodrand rat-
- ings of core !ining areas related course work, student support, ger-

vices and Learniar\Resource Center (LRC).services. Since some,Leyel II o
graduates completed_Level I at places other than"CCC &AT, an.Iddi-

..i. . tional, special form was deVeleped and sent-tdPthdae recent gradbqpes ,

'who . completed bdth levels at CCC & TI. This,additionalform requested,
information specific tb Level I.

i

All groups were sentfan,initial mailing followed hyla second smil-
ingns to non-reipondents. ,The following aretthe,response ates for each

4 C.z.grpup:
. . ov. ol-

Level I - early graduates * 19 of 68 or 28%;
Level I recent graduates = 47 of ,133- or 35%; .

(
Level; IV- early-gseduates = 17 of 75 or'23%; and

cleft' it r recent'grAduates * 68 ;of 131-or-52%.
. . .

0o .
. .. . ..

The 'Early Leaver Surveys'
r

*

,5 } , . .i 4, i
All former nursing student's who:ha4 complete4 at least thirty-two

(32) credit .hours but aho-4iscontinued.Ebefr studDas before' graduating
.'were surveyed. Se6n t7) of t*ear.seven (27) of these aarly leavers

ftcompleted, and returned queskifotnaires for. an overall response rate Of

26%. A.summary keport oftheir response can be found, in Appendix E.

.
- '`. "%%. ..

---, i. ' 4

The Advisory Cdmmietee Survey '"' '-, 4
. .

o
-.On Holiembe'x'.9-, 1982,' the Iiroiiii:eValuation specialist explained

the evaluation proceas:to tkirnursing advisory committee members during.:
a scheduled meeting. _Evalubiodiorms for me4e asaere 'distributed at

-..
s

that time.. -Abgent\pimbereWere senew2topy-df-the minutes of the meet-
..,

ingYeviluatien forms and,informatidn explaining the evaluation pro-
\,-, cess. .4ix (6) d3 -twelve,42) committee"memberk-returned evaluation

forms for a 50% Fesponse rate..' The' 'summary of the advisory committee
evaluations can be found in Appendix F.

.

A
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The Ssployei Survey

es of current and potential employers were compiled,from ie-
st ctok_suggiations and graduate survey returns A total of thirty-
nine (39)'employers and/or supervisors were ourveyed.anl twenty-one
(21) returned completed questionnaires for a-54% respOnse rate.

_ Seventy-one percent (71%) of these respondents had employed..or were
currently employing gtaduatesfrom Level I. Eighty-six percent (86%),

had employed or titre currently employing Level II graduates.

A

G.

The smeary report on-employer responses can be found in Appendix

, . .

.'
.

Supervisory and InstrnctovEvaluations .

. )

All nursing instructors and the chairperson of the Allied Health
_

. Department ware'given the'opportnnity'to evaluate the nursing program,

l'

student support services, atiO the LRC A total of six questionnaires'
were compleked,ancrreturtied. tie complete summary of these evaluation's
can be found in Appendix H.

1

Survey ResulteN-11.evel I (LPN)
1,

1

' Level I.of the nursing program is a two-site, operation. lbepri-'

.

',
a.

mary site is located in Caldwell County on the Hudson campus of CCC &
TI. An extension site-is located 4yrWafauga-.County at the Watauga
County Hospital. A competition of 'the` responses frQjn graduates of these

two program sites revealed few significant differences.. One:of these
was a.difference in the employment Status of recent graduates while in
school. 'No recent Watauga graduites worked full -time during their ma-
tricolation, whereas five (5).or 16% of the-Hudson students, did. Also,
a higher percentage of recent Watauga students thanrecent Hudson stu-
dents did tibt'work while in school. These percentages were 40% and 25%

. ,

respectively. i

.
. .. - . !

Response comparisons between ea;1.y'4nd recent graduates indicates

..- that increasing numbers oJ students have'een working part- or full- :
time' while isscho61. Where 47% of the tarly graduate respondents re-
.ported working while studying, 71% of the more . recent graduate respon-
dents vepOtted working. Also, recent graduates wo ing t-time dur-

i

ing study.are.working on the average tweihours week mot than their

earlier counterparts. .

at.
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,
lurrent Employment Status'of Graduates

..

A Amerng recent graduates; 942 are reportedly working in the nursing
field. Twb (2) graduates were unemployed but both were continuing
their training in nursing. The one (1) respondent reporting work in
another field stated that she preferred secretarial work to nursing.

'Among eirlylkapuates, 68X reported current employment in the .

. . 'nursing field, while 16% were finempinyed and another 16% were employed
but 'not in nursing. All of hose employed in. other fields stated that
th4y preferred their present'oCcupation to nursing. Of the unemployed,
one 1) could.'not work and one (I) had family responsibilities which I
prevented daployment. Of the fix (6) unemployed or employed in other
fields, four "(4) had been employed as a nurse at some time since gradua-

-

tion._
,

Location of Employment and Tab Titles
.

, .

Eighty-Nur Oerbent (84%) of the early` graduates employed yin nurs-
ing found jobs and remain in the vicinity of CCC & TI. Only one .dl)

early and one (1) recent graduate reported wafting out of the statt.
One (1) was employeas an infection control nurse, one (1) as an in- .
dustrial nurse, end the rest were staff nurses.

/

Of the recent graduates,. only 66% reportedworkin near CCC & TI.
HoWever, 25% gave no inditatioh of their placeof employment. Thiee

(3) recent graduates reported job titles of head nurse, nurse tupeivi-
sor, and director of nursing. Twenty-nine 29) were b4tff:or 6harge
nurses, and seven (7). were RN applicants. .

. ' _ -

Income and Satisfaction with Income

Recent ,graduates were ve4 willing to share information 'reiireng
their income as LIT's. Only 17* did not respond to this request. now-

eves.) 32% of the early graduates gave no information about their in-
come. There appears to be no significant differences between the
income levels of the two-groups although two (2) early graduates did
report making between $6 and $7 per hour, while no'recent graduates re-
ported making this much. The majority, 71%, of the combined groups re-
sponding to this request reported making between $5 and$6 per hour.

, The early graduates were generally split in their opinions of
whether their rate of pay Whssatisfactory for one year of training,
although both of those making $6 = $7 per hour were satisfied; Recent

graduates overwhelmingly agreed that $5 to $6 per hour.wae satisfactory
for their LPN training.

12
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Licensing

All early and recent graduate respondents reported that they cur-
rently held an LPN license in N.C. and two (2) also held a Tennesiee
license. Even those currently employed outside of nursing had main-
tained a license.

Ratio the of Instruction

Leve I nursing graduates gave high ratings to the program's over-

. all quAit of instruction. Ninety-two percent (92%) of the recent
graduates a 84% of the early graduates rated the quality of instruc-
tion as "good" or "excellent." Only one (1) graduate from the combined
groups gave a rating below "good." This early graduate of the Hudson
program gave instruction an "adequate" rating. There were no "poor"
ratings in either group.

osr

Due to ehe, changing demands of the workplace and the variety of
nursing programs available, the LPN graduates were asked. "If you had
it to do over again, which type of program would you now choose - LPN
with ADN (RN) option, a straight ADN program, a BSN program, or would

not choose nursing?

Among the early graduates, a strong preference (47%) was expressed
for the LPN with the ADN option, the program offered at CCC & TI.
Another 26%-would now prefer a straight ADN, and 16% would choose a BSN
program. Ten percent (10%) would not choose nursing again regardless
of the program offered.

Recent graduates had different preferences. Recent Watauga grad-
uates were evenly split between a preference for the LPN/ADN option and
the BSN programs. None in this group preferred the straight ADN.
Recent Hudson graduates expressed a stronger preference for the LPN/ADN
option, about the same preference for the BSN, and a few preferred the
straight ADN.

The combined Hudson and Watauga recent graduates'expressed the
strongest preference, 43%, for the LPN/ADN option. The reasons given
for this choice centered around getting nursing. experience as an LPN
before deciding to continue studying for the ADN, and the opportunity
to work as an LPN while pursuing the ADN. Another 28% of this combined
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group expressed a preference for the BSN program because of better job
opportunities, More clout in the workplace, and more time to assimilate
learning. Only 4% said that they would not choose nursing again.

Graduates were also asked if they would choose CCC & TI again.
All of the early graduates stated that they would, and only two (2) of
the recent graduates stated that they would not choose CCC & 11 again.
Both of those stated a preference for a four-year BSN program.

Pursuit, of Advanced Depees and Continuing Education

Recent gralpates seem to be more ambitious than earlier graduates.
Whereas none of the early graduate respondents reported working in su-
pervisory positions and only 16% had pursued higher level devees,
three (3) of the recent graduates reported working as RN's in super-
visory capacities andlthirty-three (33), or 70%, bad obtained or were
presently obtaining degrees beyond their LPN diploma.

In addition, graduates were asked if they had attended workshops
or classes since graduation which kept them up-to-date, and if so, how
many houri per year they had completed. Exactly the same percentage of
early and recent graduates, 53%, reported attending such classes. A
slight variance among groups was noted regarding the number of hours
per year devoted to continuing education. Early graduates averaged
twenty-four (24) hours per year; recent graduates averaged twenty-six
hours (26), and those who graduated from both Level I and Level II at
CCC & TI averaged twenty-eight (28) hours.

Level I ReC4nt Graduate Ratings of Skill Training Areas

Recent graduates rated the various skill areas of their training
on a four-point scale with "excellent" a "4" rating and "poor" a "1"
rating. A complete listing of these ratings and comments can be found
in Appendix C, number 12. Ratings by Hudson and Watauga graduates did
not differ significantly in any area.

Graduates apparently feel the most confident in the skill areas of
maternal-child, maternal-infant, medical and surgical. The first two
(2) received 3.4 ratings and the latter two (2.) received 3.3 ratings.
However, both Watauga and Hudson graduates complained that Ahere were
too few pediatric patients at their clinical sites for sufficient, rain-
ing. Both groups also complained that the obstetrics and pediatrics
course included too much information for one course.

14
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The only skill area rated below "fair" was nutrition and diet
therapy. Graduates gave this area a low 1.7 rating and more negative
comments than any other subject. Complaints were generally directed at
poor teaching. One respondent commented that she had learned more
about nutrition in obstetrics than in the nutrition class.

Ratings of Related Courses b Recent Graduates

Nursing students are required to take a number of courses outside
the core of nursing classes, and recent graduates were asked to rate
these on a four (4) point scale. These former students gave an out-
standing rating of 1.6 to the Badic Life Science course. All ratings
were either "excellent" or "good."

Hudson graduates gave significantly lower ratings to both Human
Growth and Development and Sociology than the Watauga graduates did.
In' ddition, General Psychology received the lowest combined average of
all the related courses. In this case, Watauga graduates gave a
slightly lower rating than Hudson graduates, but it should be noted
'that some Watauga students take General Psychology on the Hudson cam-
pus.

Recent graduates were also asked to suggest other courses which
they felt sho.'d be included in the Level I curriculum. The only mul-

tiple responsy was for Abnormal Psychology. A unit on abnormal psycho-
logy is not taught in General Psychology and perhaps it should be.

Equipment and Supplies

Recent graduates gave a strong'affirmative response to the ques-
tion, "Were adequate and up-to-date supplies/equipment available during
your training?" Only two (2) or 4 gave a negative response, 112 gave
no response, and 85% said "yes."

Ratings of Student Support Services

Recent Level I graduates gave their highest ratings, 3.2 on a four
(4) point scale, to "Student Records/Transcripts." "Admissions Pro-

cess" and "Registration Process" each received 3.1 ratings.

"Food Services" received the lowest rating, Z.2. This area, along
with "Parking" which received the next lowest rating of 2.6, tradition-
ally receive the lowest ratings of the student support services. How-
ever, one additional area of concern should be noted even thoygh it

lb
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received a 2.9 rating. Of the thirty-nine (
of "Job Placement," twenty-two (22), or 56%,
know enough to rated this area. Perhaps past
this service due to the availability of jobs

of low hospital populations and a more compe
may create greater demands for job placement
Tr.

Ratings of Library Services

10

39) persons giving a rating
indicated that they didn't
graduates did not need

. However, recent trends
titive nursing job market,
services offered by CCC &

The services offered by the Learning Resource Center (LRC) te-

cei4ed good to excellent ratings in all areas. The highest rating,
3.6, was given to "Individual assistance from library staff." .Special

'commendation should be given to the entire LRC staff for achieving such
a high regard from students.

The lowest rating was given to "Magazines." Five (5) graduates
gave this area a "poor" rating, and the same number commented that the
LRC needed to provide a better variety of nursing magazines. Despite
these ratings and comments, this area still received a 3.0, "good,"
rating. This is farther testimony to the high quality of the LRC.

Surve Results - Level II (RN)

As stated earlier in this report, Level II of the nursing program
is operated exclusively from the Hudson campus of CCC & TI. There is
no Watauga site. The survey results reported here will compare the
early and recent graduate responses, and will make comparisons with the
Level I survey results where it is appropriate.

Employment Status While in School

Responsd"comparisons between early and recent Level II graduates
indicates that fewer recent graduates than early graduates are working
full-time while in training, 9% and 18% respectitfty, but that more are
working part-time, 59% and 47% respectively. Bo eh groups reported work-

ing an average of twenty-one (21) hours per weeks:
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Current Employment Status and Job Titles

All recent graduates and 88% of the early graduates of Level II
are reportedly employed in their field of training. Only two (2) early
graduates, or 12%, are not employed in the nursing.field. One (1) can-,
not work and the other prefers not to work. Both, however, have been
employed as nurses at some time since graduation.

These rates of employment in nursing are much higher than those
reported by Level I respondents, especially in the early graduate
group. This is likely a reflection of a higher level of commitment by
Level II students. Students entering Level II have "gotten their feet
wet" in Level I and have decided that the nursing field is for them.
Students entering Level I, on the other hand, are not always certain
about their training choice. As stated earlier in this report, 32% of
the early gr;duate respondents from Level I were either unemployed or
employed outside the nursing field.

The vast majority of Level II graduates are working as staff or
chhrge-nurses. Twelve (12) of the seventy-six (76) respondents, or
16%, reporting job titles were working in superviaory capacities.

No Level II graduates, early or recent, reported corking outside
of the state of North Carolina. Figures on early graduate employment
within the CCC TI greater service area are uncertain because 20% did
not indicate their place of employment. However, 63% of the recent
graduates have remained in the service area. The 37% working outside
the service area are all in western N.C.

Income and Satisfaction with Income

Most early graduates of Level II reported making $7 per houror
more. Twenty-nine percent (29%) are making between $7-$8, and 47% are
making between $8410 per hour. Also, regardless of pay rate, most
early graduates, 65%, are reportedly dissatisfied with their level of
income.

Among reporting recent graduates, 59% are making between $6-$8 per
hour and most feel this is an unacceptable rate for two years of train-
ing. However, most of those making above $8 per hour report satisfac-
tion with their income levels,/ In fact, 52% of all recent graduate
respondents report satisfaction with their pay rates.

E
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Licensing

All but one (1) of the Level II respondents reported holding a cur-
rent nursing license in North Carolina. One (1) early graduate is also

licensed in Florida and another is licensed in Georgia. No recent grad-

uates are licensed outside of North Carolina.

Ratinaanf Quality of Instruction

Level.II graduates, like those from Level I, rated the quality of
instruction at CCC & TI very high. Among recent graduates, 97% gave
ratings of "good" or "excellent." Seventy percent (70%) of the early
graduates gave the same ratings. Thirty percent (30%) of the early
graduates gave ratings of "poor" or "adequate." This percentage fell
to only 3% among recent graduates. This is a strong implication of a
strengthening program as perceived by graduates.

Would They Do It Again?

As with Level I graduates, Level II graduates were asked to state

a preference regarding the type of program - LIT with ADN option,
straight ADN, or BSN - they mould choose if they had it to do over
again. As might be expected, this group expressed a stronger prefer-
ence for a BSN program than Level I respondents. Forty-four percent
(44%) of the Level II recent graduate respondents preferred a BSN pro-
gram compared to 28% of the Level I recent graduates. The reasons giv-
en for this preference centered around better job opportunities and a
perceived bias by hospitals for BSN's over ADN's.

Survey results also revealed a declining interest in a straight
ADN program when comparing early and recent graduates. Among early
graduates, 18% preferred the straight ADN, but only 9% of the recent
graduates preferred this type of program. Interest in the LPN/ADN
Option increased from 35% of the early graduates to 41% of the recent
graduates. In addition, 6% of both early and recent graduates stated

that they would not choose nursing again.

Asked if they would choose CCC & TI again, 71% of the early grad-

uate group and 76% of the recent graduates said that they would. In

both groups, the majority who would not choose CCC & TX again indicated
that they would now choose a BSN program.
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Pursuit of Advanced Degrees and Continuing Education

A greater percentage of recent graduates, 40%, than early grad-
u tes, 35%, have obtained or are obtaining a degree beyond the A.A.S.
R ever, these results are inconclusive because 18% of the early grad-
ua es did not respondio this question. On the other hand, early grad-
uates indicated greater participation in continuing education than
repent graduates. Eighty-eight percent (88%) Of the early graduate
group reported that they spent an average of forty (40) hours per year
in up-date workshops. This compares with the 78Z.of the recent grad-
uates spending an average of twenty-eight (28) houis per year on contin-
uing educatiOn. Suggestions for continuing educatiOR classes/workshops
made by early and recent graduates of both levels can\be foUnd in Appen-
dix D, number 19.

Level II Recent Graduate Ratings of Skill Training, Areas

Recent graduates were asked Co rate the various skill areas of
their training in the same manner as Level I recent graduates. A com-
plete listing of these ratings and comments can be found in Appendix D,
number 8. The highest ratings on-the four-point scale were given to '

"Medical," 3.5, and to "Surgical" and "Fundamental Skills," 3.4 each.

The lowest ratings were received by "Psychiatric" and "Diet
Therapy." Each received 2.3 rating. These two also received more
"poor" 'ratings than other areas, 17 and 16 respectively, and more indi-
cations of need for further training by graduates, 26 and 29 respec-
tively. Respondents added many comments about their psychiatric train-
ing. Most of these centered on poor instruction and the need for mbre
intensive training in this area. Few comments were made regarding diet
therapy training.

Three (3) additional reas warrant mentioning here. "Pharmaco-
therapeutics" received onl a 2.6 rating and generated several calls
for more intense training i this.aret.

The other additional:areas worthy of comment are "Maternal-
Infant," "Maternal-Child," and "Leadership." Although these areas, al-
so referred to as OB and Peds, received "good" ratings of 3.2 and 3.1
respectively, Level II graduates were very vocal in criticizing the
amount of class time spent in these areas and the associated clinical
experience. Respondents generally encouraged expanding class time in
each area from one-half () to one (1)\quarter. They also expressed

- s
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frustration in complaining that there are tea few pediatric patients in
the clinical sites. Evidently-the clinical time in these areas needs
to be expanded or clinical rotation needs to be established in hos-
pitals with a ygher pediatric census.

A similar relitionship between good ratings and negative comments
occurred with "Leadership." Graduates rated the area 3.0 but comments
seemed to contradict this good rating. One respondent stated, "I feel
we were insufficiently trained in she theory and practice of leadership
and assertiveness skills. Reality shock was the hardest in this area."
In suggesting other courses which respondents felt should be offered,
six (6) named leadership; -Only chemistry was suggested as many times.

Other comments made by respondents indicate a perceived need for
more clinical experience in geqeral and specifically in intensive care
units, cardiaC care units and in emergency rooms.

Ratings of Related Courses by Recent Graduates

Level II recent graduates rated required courses outside of the
core of nursing. classes on a four (4) point scale. The graduates gave
"Anatomy/Physiology" a superb 3.7 rating. Seventy-four percent (74%)
of the ratings for this course were "excellent."

On the other hand, *Abnormal Psychology" received only a 2.2 rat-
ing. Sixty-four ,ercent (64%) gave the course "adequate" or "poor" rat-
ings.

A varietywf courses and topics were suggested - for inclusion in
the RN curriculum. As previously stated, leadership and chemistry were
botO named by six (6) respondents each. Another three (3) named manage-
ment a d one (1) said "roles of leadership and management." "More

mAth" s also mentioned three (3) times, especially in regard to dose
calcula ions. Many other suggestions were made and the complete list
can be foqpd in Appendix D, number 10.

E t and Su lies

the Level I respondents, Level II graduates, 90%, felt that

d up-to-date supplies and equipment were available during

ini g.
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Ratings of Student Support Services

Level II recent graduates gave lower ratings thanLeverI recent.
graduates to every'category of student support services except one, the
bookstore, which.oreceived a 2.7 froi each group. Interestingly, the
order of the ratings fro44op to bottom was almost identical. The ma-
jor exception was "Job Placement." While Level I students gave this
area a 2.9 average with no "poor" ratings, Level II respondents gave
job placement a 2.25 rating. Only "Food Services" ranked lower at 2.1.
Sixty-three percent (632) rated job placement as "adequate" or "poor."
Also, thirty-six (36) or 53% of the raters indicated that they did not
know enough about job placement to give it a rating. This compares to
the 56% of the Level I respondents who Could not rile this area.

The bookstore generated the most comments of al/ areas. The most
remarks, three (3), were critical of inadequate bookstore operating
hours. -Other comments referred to inadequate auppliesand the expense
of books.

Ratings of Library Services

As with Level I recent graduatea, Level II graduatea gave "Indivi-
dual assistance from library staff" the highest eating, 3.6, of all li-
brary categories. Three (3) additional comments were highly compli-
mentary of theoLRC ataff.

"Magazinea," the loweat ranked LRC category of the Level I survey,
received a slightly higher rating of 3.2 from Level II iespondenti.
However, six (6) graduates commented on the need for more nursing maga-
zines, thus reinforcing the ratings and comments from Level I.

The category given the lowest LRC rating in the Level II.survey
waa "Library orientation" which received a 3.1. Six (6) respondents
rated thia area as "poor" and another three (3) itireedoklt to know
enough about orientation to give it a rating.
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Suggestions by Graduates for Program Improvement -

Levels I & II

SuggesttoiZfor the improvement of the nursing program from Level
I and Level_iI early and recent graduates and early leavers have been
combined in this report, since the responses from each group were essen-
tially the Same. Responses have been grouped into six (6) categories:
instruction, instructors, curriculum, admissiont4 comme'n'ts regarding
the availability of BSN programs, and other general suggestions and com-
ments.

Instruction

Some suggestions on improving instruction addressed needs for more
and/or better training in the followihg specific areas: first aid, in-
tensive care, trauma, abnormal codes, psychology, psychiatric nursing,
and experience in providing care for multiple patients. Other sug-
gestions called for less "busy work," less homework, and more classroom
work.

Instructors

Eight (8) suggestions were directed specifically toward instruc-
tors. Some respondents felt that instructors needed to be more caring,
more open minded, more helpful and less threatening. Several positive
statements were also made such as, !Keep good instructors," and "Con-
tinue to provide the best nursing instructors available."

Curriculum

Many suggestions were made concerning the structure of the curri-
culum. Six (6) respondents suggested a need for more clinical work.
Two (2) complained that the course load was too demanding for` the time
allotted for program completion. ,One Xl) suggested addihg one quarter
to Level II to allow more time in obstetrics and pediatrics. Others
called for more psychology, anatomy and physiology, and three (3) sug-
gested fewer English courses.
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